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READING 
SKILLS!

Let's break apart
the sounds in

plane. /p/ /l/ /ae/
/n/ that's FOUR!

There are five
letters but only four

sounds.
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Check    out    Max's

sweet    new    car!

Her    car    is    fast

and    can    beat    any    car.
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Max's    car

has    black    seats.

The    car    is    blue

with    black    stripes.

It    is    not    plain.
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"Look    at    this    car!"

says    Pat    Cat.

He    takes    a    seat.

He    flicks    the    light

on    and    off.  

"This   car

is    as    big    as    a    boat!"

says    Pat    Cat.
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"Do    you    want

to    go    for    a    ride?"

says    Max.

Pat    Cat    starts

to    say    yes,

but    stops. 
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"I    do    not    want

to    go    too    fast,"

says    Pat    Cat.

Pat    Cat    looks    at    Max.

"I    mean    it,    Max."
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Max    looks    at    the    new

car.    She    wants    to    go

fast,    but    Pat    Cat    will

not    like    it.

"Yes,    Pat    Cat.

We    will    not  go  fast.

But    can    we    go    far?"
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"Yes,    let's    take

a    long    drive,"

says    Pat    Cat.

Max    starts    the    car.
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Max    and    Pat    Cat

zip    off    in    the    new    car.



High-Frequency Words

Find Vowel Teams

Decodable Words

max
new

it

she
is
he

Sometimes vowel
teams also become
diphthongs.

sweet
beat
seat
blue

plain
looks
boat
too

Target Phonics Skill

Vowel Teams, Diphthongs

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships
already learned.

High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. They should be
recognized immediately.

Vowel Teams use two or more letters
to represent a single vowel sound. This
can be a long or short vowel sound.

 In that case, there’s
only one sound but the
sound starts off
sounding like one
vowel and ends
sounding like the other
vowel, like in coin. 

Don’t stress. Look for a
pattern and try them out!
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